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Abstract. We demonstrate a method to fabricate narrow, down to a few micron

wide metallic leads on top of a three-dimensional colloidal crystal self-assembled from

polystyrene (PS) nanospheres of diameter 260 nm, using electron-beam lithography.

This fabrication is not straightforward due to the fact that PS nanospheres cannot

usually survive the harsh chemical treatments required in the development and lift-off

steps of electron-beam lithography. We solve this problem by increasing the chemical

resistance of the PS nanospheres using an additional electron-beam irradiation step,

which allows the spheres to retain their shape and their self-assembled structure, even

after baking to a temperature of 160 degrees C, the exposure to the resist developer and

the exposure to acetone, all of which are required for the electron-beam lithography

step. Moreover, we show that by depositing an aluminum oxide capping layer on top of

the colloidal crystal after the e-beam irradiation, the surface is smooth enough so that

continuous metal wiring can be deposited by the electron-beam lithography. Finally,

we also demonstrate a way to self-assemble PS colloidal crystals into a microscale

container, which was fabricated using direct-write three-dimensional laser-lithography.

Metallic wiring was also successfully integrated with the combination of a container

structure and a PS colloidal crystal. Our goal is to make a device for studies of thermal

transport in 3D phononic crystals, but other phononic or photonic crystal applications

could also be envisioned. Keywords: self-assembly, colloidal crystal, cross-linking,

electron-beam lithography, three-dimensional lithography, phononic crystal, photonic

crystal
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1. Introduction

Colloidal crystallization of mono-disperse sub-micron spherical particles has been used

successfully for years in the fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystals

[1, 2] for a wide variety of applications [3, 4, 5, 6]. Another emerging application

for 3D colloidal crystals is the engineering of phonon band-structures in phononic

crystals (PnC), which have potential applications for example in engineering thermal

conductance[7, 8] and controlling hypersonic elastic waves [6, 9]. So far, however,

most of the work of the thermal conductance engineering has only been performed

in lower dimensionalities, focusing mostly on the 2D hole array geometry either at

room temperature [10, 11, 12] or at low-temperatures [13, 14, 15, 16]. One reason

for this is that to perform thermal conductance experiments, metallic heater and

thermometer structures are typically needed, and these structures need to be integrated

with the actual phononic crystal structure. This wiring fabrication is typically done

by lithographic means, and it is much easier to do this extra lithography step for 2D

phononic crystal structures.

Integrating the metallic heaters and thermometers onto a 3D colloidal crystal

surface poses several fabrication challenges, some of which we address in this study.

Specifically, in this study we solve the following three problems: (i) Degradation

and destruction of polymer colloidal particles due to harsh chemicals and heat, (ii)

Deposition of continuous wires on the rough colloidal crystal surfaces, and (iii) Routing

of the wiring onto a single crystalline domain of the colloidal crystal film. The first

problem is especially severe for polymer colloids, such as polystyrene (PS), which are

chemically close to the resists used in photo- and electron-beam lithography.

The first problem is solved by a highly controllable and simple method for protecting

the PS spheres from chemical attack and melting, by cross-linking the PS spheres using

high doses of electron-beam irradiation [17, 18]. As this irradiation is performed in

an electron-beam lithography system, the irradiation area can be controlled to be

an arbitrary shape, with minimum lateral dimensions limited by the typical e-beam

lithography resolution limits to below 100 nm resolution. Combined with the deposition

of an aluminum oxide (AlOx) capping layer to smooth the rough colloidal crystal surface,

we successfully fabricated lithographically patterned micron-scale narrow metallic wires

on top of polystyrene colloidal crystals with a particle diameter 260 nm. Finally, we

demonstrate a novel way to fabricate a template for the colloidal crystal in the shape

of a box from a photosensitive polymer, which was patterned directly using 3D laser

writing and two-photon polymerization [19]. PS colloidal crystals were deposited inside

this template box in such a way that metal leads for thermometry and heaters can

be routed onto a thick (∼ 10 − 20µm) colloidal crystal domain from the surface of the

substrate, without having to cross any cracks in the crystals that typically are generated

in the vertical deposition self-assembly process of the colloidal crystal [20, 1, 21, 22, 23].
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2. Self-assembly of polystyrene colloidal crystals

We have produced self-assembled colloidal crystals from polystyrene (PS) nanospheres

of diameter 260 nm on silicon substrates.We used the vertical deposition method

[1, 21, 22, 23], where the substrate was dipped into a 1-10 % aqueous solution of PS

spheres, and was withdrawn slowly with speed typically ranging between 0.01 - 0.04

mm/min [20]. The colloidal crystal film thickness and domain size could be controlled

with the dipping speed and solution concentration, reaching values up to 20 µm for the

thickness and ∼ 300µm for both the vertical and horizontal directions of the domain

size [20]. By domains we mean regions of the crystal surrounded by cracks that form

in the drying process. These cracks are of course a serious issue for further lithographic

patterning of wires on top, as they can be several micrometers wide.

The substrates used in most of the experiments were single crystal silicon chips,

with a silicon nitride (SiNx) insulator layer, and a thin layer of titanium oxide (TiOx)

approximately 10 nm thick on top of the SiNx, deposited by electron beam evaporation

of Ti and room temperature oxidization in a vacuum chamber at 100 mbar of oxygen

pressure for 2 minutes. The TiOx layer provided a hydrophilic surface for improved

wetting by the nano-sphere solution [24]. In the experiments with fabricated polymer

template boxes, glass slides were used as the substrate, because the laser writing was

performed through the substrate.

3. Controlling the chemical resistance of a polystyrene colloidal crystal by

electron-beam irradiation

Many of the processes used in standard lithographic techniques involved are known to

partially damage or completely destroy PS spheres. Specifically, the baking of electron-

beam resists occurs at temperatures above the normal glass transition of polystyrene,

thus destroying the spherical shape. Additionally, the acetone used in the standard

lift-off of evaporated metals will very quickly dissolve polystyrene.

Here, we examine how electron-beam exposure affects the solubility and glass

transition of colloidal crystals of 260 nm diameter PS spheres. It is known that UV

[25, 26, 27] and e-beam exposure [17, 28] cause cross-linking in polystyrene, increasing

the glass transition and chemical resistance [17, 18]. E-beam cross-linking was chosen

here over UV for a couple of reasons: electron beams are easily controlled for patterning

without masks, and their penetration into the polymer layers is stronger that that of

UV. This is very important in our application, where 10-20 µm thick colloidal crystals

need to be cross-linked. UV light will not penetrate deep enough in this case.

3.1. Process steps for the e-beam irradiation studies

The process of deposition of the PS spheres and their exposure by an electron beam is

schematically shown in Fig. 1 (a).
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Figure 1: (a) The process steps for electron beam hardening of PS sphere colloidal

crystals. Hydrophilic substrate is coated by spheres with vertical dipping, PS spheres

are selectively cross-linked by an electron beam exposure, then sample is submerged in

acetone for 5 minutes, to check the solubility. (b) An SEM micrograph of a vertical

edge of an e-beam exposure area, showing a gradient of dissolution after an immersion

into acetone.

A Si substrate with a TiOx surface layer (size∼ 1 cm×1 cm) was coated everywhere

with a colloidal crystal of 260 nm diameter PS spheres by vertical deposition [20],

with a speed 0.04 mm/min from a concentration of 5 %, resulting in a few layer thick

colloidal crystal. The electron beam exposure was carried out in vacuum, using a JEOL

JSM-840A scanning electron microscope operated at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV.

All exposures were performed at 600 X magnification, resulting in exposed areas with

dimensions 230 µm x 160 µm. The beam current was varied from 75 pA to 0.4 µA,

with the exposure time kept constant at 5 minutes. Thus, the area dose ranged from

60 µC/cm2 to 326 000 µC/cm2. Exposed samples were then immersed in acetone for

several minutes. For high enough doses, the spheres in the exposed areas were seen

to be protected from dissolution in acetone, while in the surrounding areas they were

dissolved and formed a bulk PS film after drying, as seen in Figure 1 (b). There is also

a clear, continuous gradient of the deformation of the spheres around the edge of the

irradiation area, several microns long.

3.2. Results on the increase of chemical resistivity of the PS colloidal crystals by

electron-beam irradiation

The samples treated by e-beam cross-linking were inspected by scanning electron

microscopy (SEM). A large, continuous range of solubility in acetone was seen as a

function of the exposure dose. That is already evident in Fig. Figure 1 (b) as a spatial

gradient of the dissolution around the edge of the irradiation area. SEM images were

taken of each sample at several locations to ensure the results were consistent across the

surface. Qualitative characterization was made by observing the degree to which the
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PS spheres were dissolved by the acetone at a given exposure dose.

We discovered that below the exposure dose ∼ 2300 µC/cm2, there was a range of

doses where the solubility was highly controllable (Figs. 2 and 3). A lower critical dose

for inducing chemical resistance to acetone was found to lie between 60 µC/cm2 and

170 µC/cm2, consistent with previous studies on bulk PS films [17]. The 1-2 layer thick

samples exposed to 60 µC/cm2 are seen in Figure 2 (a) (left) to dissolve completely in

acetone, while those exposed with 170 µC/cm2 Figure 2 (a) (right) exhibited some signs

of spherical structures remaining within the dissolved mass.

Figure 2: (a) PS spheres after e-beam exposure and acetone bath are shown for a dose

of 60 µC/cm2 (left) and 170 µC/cm2 (right). Some PS sphere remnants can be seen

within the dissolved mass on the right, while spheres are completely dissolved at the

lower exposure dose on the left. Scale bar is 1 µm. (b) PS spheres after e-beam exposure

and acetone bath are shown for a dose of 2285 µC/cm2 (left) and 36850 µC/cm2 (right).

Solubility in both cases is negligible. Scale bar in black is 100 nm.

At a dose of ∼2200 µC/cm2 and above, the solubility of the PS spheres in acetone

was negligible. Figure 2 (b) shows a comparison between PS spheres given a dose of

2285 µC/cm2 (left) and 36850 µC/cm2 (right), exposed to acetone for 5 minutes. The

spheres have clearly retained their original shape to a high degree, and we can state

with confidence that both samples are effectively resistant against solubility.

Based on Fig. 2, it is worth while to study in more detail what happens with doses

between 170 µC/cm2 and 2285 µC/cm2. Figure 3 shows the SEM images of samples

exposed in this intermediate regime. We see that increasing the dose resulted in a

controllable and gradual increase of the chemical resistivity in acetone. This range is

large enough to allow precise tuning of the selected dose. There is even evidence that

one has some control over the formation of narrow neck connections between individual

PS spheres (at doses between 475 µC/cm2 and 1225 µC/cm2). The narrow necks can be

extremely narrow, for example for the dose 1225 µC/cm2 they are only ∼ 5 nm wide.

Although the acetone resistance studies in Figs. 1 - 3 were performed with thin
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Figure 3: PS spheres after e-beam exposure and acetone bath are shown for doses

ranging from 325 µC/cm2 to 2285 µC/cm2 (left to right). A highly tunable resistance

to dissolution in acetone is seen.

1-2 layer colloidal crystals, we have also performed successful e-beam irradiations with

doses above ∼ 1000µC/cm2 on much thicker crystals, up to 20 layers thick (∼ 4µm).

For crystals thicker than that, we typically observed that the whole crystal peeled off

from the substrate after irradiation. However, later in section 5 we show a templating

method, with which the thickness could be increased to ∼ 10µm without peel-off after

irradiation.

4. Lithography on colloidal crystal surfaces

Lithographic testing was performed using two types of samples, both given cross-linking

area doses of ∼ 24000 µC/cm2 and immersed first in acetone for 5 minutes to check

that no dissolution resulted. One set of samples were then spin coated with three

layers of electron-beam resists baked at 70 ◦C for 5 minutes after each layer. The resist

layers were spun coated onto the colloidal crystal, with spin speeds corresponding to

nominal thicknesses on bare substrates of one 400 nm layer of copolymer poly(methyl

methacrylate-methacrylic acid) [P(MMA-MAA)], and two layers of 200 nm poly(methyl

methacrylate) (PMMA), giving a nominal total thickness 800 nm. This type of

multilayer resist was used to help with the lift-off step, as it created an undercut

structure. Another colloidal crystal sample set was first coated with AlOx layer of

thickness ∼ 100 nm by electron beam evaporation, using a rotating sample stage and

angle evaporation from 70 degrees, before the spin coating with the three resist layers.

A schematic for the second method using the AlOx capping is shown in Figure 4. After
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Figure 4: Process steps are shown for lithography on PS sphere colloidal crystal surface.

AlOx capping layer is e-beam evaporated on colloidal crystal sample, PMMA+P(MMA-

MAA) three-layer resist is spin coated, e-beam pattern is exposed and then developed,

metal is evaporated and lift-off is performed.

the e-beam resist coating, a lithographic pattern was exposed using a Raith e-LiNE tool

with a 20 kV electron beam, developed in MIBK:IPA (1:3) solution for 60 seconds, rinsed

in IPA for 15 – 30 seconds and dried under nitrogen flow. The developed samples were

then coated with 40 nm to 80 nm of aluminum (Al) by electron beam evaporation in

ultra-high vacuum, evaporated perpendicular to the substrate, and finally the metal lift-

off was performed by placing samples in cold acetone for 30 minutes and then applying

a mildly turbulent flow from a syringe.

For lithographic testing purposes, simple aluminum wires were deposited by the

above electron beam evaporation and lift-off steps, with patterns of varying line width

and typical film thickess 40-80 nm.

It was found that lithography without the AlOx capping layer was possible, but

produced inconsistent results. It seemed that the thickness of e-beam resist was notably

less on the colloidal crystal surface than on a plain surface. On the PS sphere surface, a

minimum of three layers of electron-beam resist was necessary to cover the self-assembled

crystal surface. This may be due to resist penetration into the spaces between spheres,

as well as inhomogeneous spreading over different heights of the PS sphere structures.

Even with the increased resist thickness, the sharpness of lithographic structures was
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Figure 5: SEM imaging of Al wires deposited by electron beam evaporation is on top

of a hardened PS sphere colloidal crystal with an AlOx capping layer. (a) Wire widths

ranging from 5 to 10 µm. (b) Wire widths around 1 µm. The roughness of the metal

wire edge (insets) is seen to be less than the sphere size.

reduced compared to patterns made on plain substrates without PS spheres. Thus, a

capping layer was needed to minimize the penetration of the resists into the crystal

structure, and to smooth the top surface of the crystal.

Using a 100 nm thick evaporated AlOx capping layer, we were able to produce

continuous and conducting metal wires a few hundred µm in length and as narrow as

one µm (Figure 5). Roughness at the edges of the wires, as seen in the insets in Figure 5,

was found to be low enough to suggest the possibility of producing wires approaching

the diameter of PS spheres. While sub-micron wires have also been fabricated, there are

still issues with wire continuity and thus, electrical conductivity. Further development in

our lithographic processing is expected to enable the fabrication of ∼500 nm conducting

metal wires on the colloidal crystal surfaces.

5. Microscale template structure for colloidal crystals using 3D lithography

So far we have only discussed results where the PS colloidal crystals were deposited on

large areas everywhere on the substrate. This may not be practical for eventual devices,

where we would like to control the placement of the crystals on the chip, and also have the

metal wiring routed from the surface of a colloidal crystal to an area on the chip without

the colloids, where wire bonding would be performed (wire bonding is not easily possible

on the soft PS colloidal film). There are several methods to lithographically control the

deposition of colloidal crystals, such as by engineering contrast in the hydrophilicity of
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the substrate [29, 22] or the local evaporation rate [30], or by a simple spatial confinement

by patterned topographic structures [31, 32, 33, 34, 20]. Here we follow the route of

topographic patterning, but in contrast to many previous studies, we want to control

very thick colloidal crystals of the thickness range 10 - 20 µm. This is about the same

thickness as in Refs. [31] and [32], but in contrast to Ref. [31] and our own previous

work [20], we do not use deep etching in Si, but want to pattern a negative photoresist

on glass substrates as an additive process, as in Ref. [32].

2D photolithographic patterning of negative photoresists such as SU-8, on the other

hand, is naturally limited to simple 2D structures [32]. Here, we use three-dimensional

patterning to create more complex, fully 3D shapes. This is possible with the help of

direct laser-write lithography using two-photon absorption [35], where infrared light at

780 nm is focussed tightly with the help of a microscope. Only at the very focus of

the beam two-photon absorption takes place, where the simultaneous absorption of two

IR photons can excite the photoresist the same way as a single UV photon at 390 nm

[19]. The patterning was performed with the instrument by Nanoscribe GmbH using

the standard mode, where the laser beam was focused through a glass substrate onto a

liquid polymer resist drop on the opposite surface.

The design of the structure is shown in Figure 6. It is a square shaped box of

height 10 µm, with inside, “container area” dimensions 100 µm × 100 µm, surrounded

by walls of width 25 µm which are themselves made from hollow beam structures for

structural rigidity and ease of fabrication. Outside walls connect to sloped regions of

angle 45 degrees, the purposes of which are to i) attach the box structure more securely

to the substrate, and ii) to allow the eventual routing of metal wiring from the substrate

surface, where the bonding pads will be located, to the top of the box structure. The

SEM image shows that some distortion of the shape is observable, due to mechanical

forces created by the shrinking of the IPL780 photoresist (Nanoscribe GmbH) during

development. This slight distortion can, however, be improved by design improvements

in the future.

With the support box available, we deposited PS colloidal crystals into them by

the vertical dipping technique, using 1 % PS nano-sphere colloidal solution at a dipping

speed of 0.01 mm/min. Figure 7 shows a SEM micrograph which shows part of the 3D

box structure (top view) after colloidal crystal deposition. We see that crystals have

been deposited inside the box, as hoped for, and the photoresist walls and slopes have

no PS nanospheres on them. This is quite useful as further lithography of metal lines

on the bare box structure is easier.

In addition, we make two other useful observations from Figure 7: i) Below the

box structure, there is a region of bare glass substrate visible. It seems that the box

structure prevented the deposition of colloidal crystal there. This kind of region can

thus be used for the bonding pads and wiring, climbing over the slopes and finally onto

the colloidal crystal surfaces inside the box. ii) The colloidal crystals can be in contact

with the box inside wall (inset), without a significant crack. This is in contrast with our

earlier work with etched silicon boxes [20], where cracks were always observed between
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Figure 6: The design of the 3D resist box. Left: schematic design, with walls and slopes

surrounding outside walls. Right: SEM micrograph of a fabricated structure from top

view.

Figure 7: SEM image of PS colloidal crystals deposited on the 3D lithographically

fabricated photoresist box structure. Inset: a zoom in of an area at the inside edge of

the box.

the box wall and colloidal crystal. However, cracks were clearly observable inside the

box structure. It is of course possible to reduce the lateral size of the box in the future

to such a degree that only a single domain would fit inside.

To further prove that the routing of wires from a polymer box structure onto the

colloidal crystal is possible, we also fabricated another device where 3 µm wide Al wiring

of thickness 100 nm was deposited on a box structure of size 50 × 50 µm, containing a 10

µm thick PS colloidal crystal deposited by vertical dipping solely into the box container

area, shown in a SEM micrograph in Fig. 8. For the fabrication of the structure in Fig. 8,

all the techniques described earlier had to be combined, i.e. fabrication of a photoresist
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Figure 8: SEM image of 2 µm wide Al wiring integrated with 10 µm thick PS colloidal

crystals which were deposited on a photoresist box structure of size 50 × 50 µm. The

inset shows a zoomed-in image at around the edge of the box inside wall.

box structure, vertical dipping for colloidal crystal self-assembly, e-beam hardening of

the PS crystal, AlOx capping layer deposition, and finally e-beam lithography of the Al

line features using lift-off.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a versatile method for the fabrication of metallic wiring

on top of polystyrene colloidal crystals, which will in the future allow for electronic

devices to be processed on top of the crystals. The critical steps developed here

were: i) Lithographically controlled, electron-beam induced cross-linking, to harden

polystyrene colloidal crystals so that they can withstand the elevated temperatures and

harsh chemicals used in electron-beam lithography. This allows standard lithographic

processes to be used on top of the self-assembled polystyrene nanosphere colloidal

crystals. ii) Deposition of micron-scale narrow metal wiring on top of the colloidal
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crystals, and iii) Templated deposition of the colloidal crystals into pre-defined areas that

can allow wiring to come from the substrate surface onto the crystals. These truly 3D

shaped templates were patterned from a photoresist, using direct laser writing and two-

photon absorption, which is thus a fully three-dimensional lithographic technique. The

developed techniques will be used in the future to integrate heaters and thermometers

on colloidal structures, which is critical for example for the future studies of phonon

transport in three-dimensional phononic crystal structures. In addition, the methods

developed here can be utilized in devices where complex metal structures need to be

integrated with a 3D photonic crystal.
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